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An epitaxial graphene platform for
zero-energy edge state nanoelectronics

Vladimir S. Prudkovskiy1,2,3, Yiran Hu2, Kaimin Zhang1,11, Yue Hu2,11, Peixuan Ji1,
Grant Nunn2, Jian Zhao1, Chenqian Shi1, Antonio Tejeda 4,5, David Wander 3,
Alessandro De Cecco3, Clemens B. Winkelmann 3, Yuxuan Jiang6,
Tianhao Zhao2, Katsunori Wakabayashi 7,8, Zhigang Jiang 2, Lei Ma1,9 ,
Claire Berger2,3,10 & Walt A. de Heer1,2

Graphene’s original promise to succeed silicon faltered due to pervasive edge
disorder in lithographically patterned deposited graphene and the lack of a
new electronics paradigm. Here we demonstrate that the annealed edges in
conventionally patterned graphene epitaxially grown on a silicon carbide
substrate (epigraphene) are stabilized by the substrate and support a pro-
tected edge state. The edge state has a mean free path that is greater than 50
microns, 5000 times greater than the bulk states and involves a theoretically
unexpectedMajorana-like zero-energy non-degenerate quasiparticle that does
not produce a Hall voltage. In seamless integrated structures, the edge state
forms a zero-energy one-dimensional ballistic network with essentially dis-
sipationless nodes at ribbon–ribbon junctions. Seamless device structures
offer a variety of switching possibilities including quantumcoherent devices at
low temperatures. This makes epigraphene a technologically viable graphene
nanoelectronics platform that has the potential to succeed silicon
nanoelectronics.

A viable nanoelectronics platformcan be defined as amaterial that can
be processed using conventional nanoelectronics technology, as
required to produce high density, high performance commercial
nanoelectronics. Currently, silicon provides a platform for high per-
formance complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS)
nanoelectronics that enables billions of transistors to be patterned on
an area of 1 cm2 using the most highly developed technologies in the
world. However, the CMOS platform is reaching its scaling limits1. A
viable continuation will require a paradigm shift in electronics, while
preserving, as much as possible, current industrial fabrication
methods2. The latter condition implies that this new platform should

involve a single crystal substrate and a conventionally nanopatternable
material. We show here that electronics based on the epigraphene
edge state is perfectly suited: electronics grade single crystal SiC is
already used in commercial electronics3 and the edge state charge
carrier is a new quasiparticle. In contrast, electronics approaches
where chemically produced graphene ribbons are proposed to be
interconnected with metal nanowires is based on conventional tran-
sistor concepts and still poses daunting technical challenges before
they are technologically viable4,5.

The high electronicmobility and longmean free paths in rolled up
graphene sheets (i.e., carbon nanotubes) suggested a graphene
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nanoelectronics platform as a successor to the silicon nanoelectronics
platform1,6–11. The graphene platform promised to extend the Si min-
iaturization limit while at the same time introducing a new electronics
paradigm by enabling quantum phase coherent devices6,12,13 as first
demonstrated in carbon nanotubes8,9. The graphene platform requires
graphene nanostructures to be lithographically patterned from two-
dimensional graphene sheets to produce the seamlessly inter-
connected graphene device structures. This cannot be achieved with
the alternative bottom-up approach where chemically produced gra-
phene ribbons are interconnected with metal nano wires, which
destroys quantum coherence and severely limits performance. While
important for flexible electronics, it is not competitive with CMOS
technology4,11. Despite initial speculations that exfoliated graphene
and deposited graphene could be used to realize this graphene
nanoelectronics platform14, pervasive 10 nm scale edge disorder15–18

dashed hopes of success19 because an intact edge is required to pro-
duce a bandgap in armchair graphene ribbons and the edge state in
chiral graphene.Moreover, the edge state is highly desired in graphene
interconnected electronics since it is the only transporting state in
neutral graphene nanostructures20–23.

The high quality epigraphene layer that grows epitaxially on sili-
con carbide (SiC)12,13,24–27 can be nanopatterned6,13,28–31. SiC is a main-
stream electronic material3,32 that is compatible with industrial
nanoelectronics processing methods32–34 that now can produce
nanostructures as small as 5 nm35. This is relevant because a 5 nmwide
graphene armchair ribbon has a predicted band gap greater than
0.2 eV36,37. Moreover, SiC is compatible with THz electronics. Chiral
graphene ribbons with intact edges are metallic due to a zero-energy
edge state (zero-mode) in the gap21,38,39. With current technology, large
scale graphene networks composed of seamlessly integrated metallic
and semiconducting epigraphene nanoribbons can be produced6,13.
The absence of a bandgap ingraphene is often cited as a showstopping
problem19, however already in 2002Wakabayashi demonstrated22 that
the gapless graphene edge state can also be gated inprinciple (see also
Supplementary Information SI14).

The topologically protected edge state20–23,38–40 was predicted in
1996 andedge state transportwasfirst observed30,41 in 2014up to room
temperature in self-assembled 40nm wide graphene ribbons grown
on the sidewalls29,31 of thermally annealed trenches etched in single
crystal silicon carbide wafers29–31,41–43 (see also SI15). However, sidewall
ribbons cannot be seamlessly integrated, and their topology severely
limits conventional transport measurements, so that little was known
experimentally prior to this work.

To verify the viability of the epigraphene zero-mode based plat-
form we demonstrate seamlessly interconnected charge-neutral bal-
listic epigraphene ribbon networks using standard nanolithography
methods12,13,25,27 on non-polar silicon carbide substrates. Exceptional
edge state transport is observed with unprecedented mean free paths
exceeding 50 microns even at room temperature. This is 5000 times
greater than the mean free path of the bulk states on the same ribbon,
which means that the epigraphene edge state survives the harsh
nanolithographic processes and it is not affected by deposited amor-
phous dielectric coatings. Hence, the epigraphene zero mode
platform6,12 is unique and it enables edge state nanoelectronics.

Theoretically, the graphene edge state20–23,38–40,44–46, which should
not to be confused with quantum Hall states14,47–49 and other magne-
tically induced edge states50, is a zero-energy mode of graphene rib-
bons associated with the edge-localized flatband20,21,38–40,46. Its basic
electronic structure for zigzag ribbons20,21, shown in Fig. 1a, generically
applies to all chiral ribbons21,38,39.Wefind that the largedensity of states
caused by the flatband (the 0-DoS peak)21,51 pins the Fermi level at
energy E = 0 at the edges (Fig. 1b)51. Moreover, a Schottky barrier52 at
the edge insulates the edge state from the bulk states resulting in an
isolated 1D zero-energy ballistic edge state network with essentially
elastic scattering at the ribbon–ribbon junctions. Consequently, heat is

primarily generated at themetal-ribbon contacts andnot at the ribbon-
ribbon junctions53. We also find that the edge state does not generate a
Hall voltage, which suggests that the edge state is an ambipolar single
channel state that is half-electron and half-hole in contrast to the
theory that predicts that it is either an electron or a hole.

Since the edge state properties presented here defy current the-
ory, they require rigorous experimental evidence. To that end, we first
demonstrate that the epigraphene on the non-polar substrates used
here is charge neutral graphene. We explain how the silicon carbide
substrate stabilizes the edges. We next demonstrate that edge state
transport involves a one-dimensional non-degenerate ballistic channel
that scatters at graphene junctions. Then we demonstrate that the
edge state is pinned at zero energy and that it does not generate a Hall
voltage. We conclude with examples of device architectures.

Results
2D nonpolar epigraphene and edge stabilization
The SiC wafers are cut and polished in-house from hexagonal SiC stock
to expose nonpolar 1�10n

� �
, n ≈ 5, surfaces. As shown in Fig. 2 the

thermally grown epigraphene25 has conventional neutral graphene
properties (see also SI12). Scanning tunneling and electron micro-
scopies confirm the graphene lattice structure and its epitaxial align-
ment with the SiC substrate (Fig. 2a)12,27,54,55. This is essential to
accurately direct the lithography, however as discussed below, even an
annealed edge is generally not straight (Fig. S20) so that the actual
edges donot have awell-defined chirality. Raman spectroscopy shows a
narrow 2D peak and a small D peak (Fig. 2b)56. Angle resolved photo-
electron spectroscopy (Fig. 2c) shows the characteristic Dirac cones
with their apex at E =0, corresponding to neutral graphenewith a Fermi
velocity vF= 1.06 × 106m/s57–59. Infraredmagneto-spectroscopy (Fig. 2d)
verifies the graphene electronic dispersion: E Bð Þ= vF

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2∣NLL∣e_B,

p
where

Fig. 1 | The epigrapheneedgestate. aTight binding band structureof one valleyof
a 740 nm wide zigzag graphene ribbon that consists of the hyperbolic bulk 1D
subbands and the edge state. The edge state is composed of a flat band at E=0 that
is localized at the ribbon edge and that merges into two delocalized linear dis-
persing bands. Original theory predicted that the delocalized branches of the
N =0 subband is a protected edge state for energies between the N = ±1 bulk
subbands40. b Tight binding band structurewhere the flat band at energy E =0 pins
the Fermi level EF at E =0 at the edge. Charges induced near the edge will be
depleted by the flatband to produce a Schottky barrier between the edge and the
bulk. The resulting electric fields cause band bending so that the Dirac point will be
at _vF

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
πn

p
below the Fermi level, as schematically depicted in (d). c Schematically

shows the divergence of the Fermi wavelength at the edge.
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NLL is the Landau level index. Scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS)
(Fig. 2e) verifies that the Fermi level EF is close to EF=0 and STS mea-
sured at a series of locations across the edge of a graphene crystal
shows the 0-DoS peak at the edge (Fig. 2f), similar to that observed in
ref. 60.

We find that only thermally annealed epigraphene structures have
an edge state (See SI16)61. In Method 2 (see SI3), the epigraphene is
patterned by reactive oxygen ion etching (RIE) followed by annealing
in vacuum at 1200 oC. Method 1 (SI3) involves inductively coupled
plasma (ICP) etching62, that cuts through the graphene and 16 nm into
the SiC substrate via an e-beam patterned resist mask. Like plasma
cutting and welding, energetic ion collisions produce extremely high
local temperatures (T > 5000K)62,63 that cause carbon and silicon to
evaporate. During cooling, C–C and Si–C bands are formed63, fusing
the graphene edges to the silicon carbide thereby chemically and
mechanically stabilizing the edges30,64–66. Cross-sectional electron
microscopy indicates that thermally annealed sidewall ribbons are
bonded to the substrate via acene (i.e., zigzag-like) edge atoms67,68 that
have a single unoccupied state at E =069. In graphene ribbons these
edge atoms cause the 0-DoS peak that manifests as the E =0
flatband21,39,67,68, which is essential for the graphene edge state38,39. The
fact that edge state is also seen in meandering ribbons (SI15)30,41 indi-
cates that nominally zigzag (ZZ) and armchair (AC) edges are acene
bonded in general. Here we use the ZZ and AC designation to distin-
guish these two directions and not to indicate the actual graphene
edge morphology, which for annealed edges is determined by their
stability that involves the bonding to the substrate, mostly likely
favoring acene bonded edges (See SI17). The Si–C bond is slightly
polar63,70 so that the edgeswill be very slightly n or p-doped depending
on their bonding to the SiC substrate.

Three Hall bars labeled S1–S3 were prepared for this study of
which S1 and S2 are discussed in detail. They have similar geometries
(Figs. 3b, e and SI3) but with production and dimension variations. The
long arm of Sample S1 prepared with ICP etching (Method 1, Fig. S4) is

along the AC direction and Sample S2, prepared with Method 2
(Fig. S5), is along the ZZ direction.

Transport measurements were performed at temperatures
from T = 2 to 300 K and magnetic fields B up to 9 T. As shown in
Fig. 3b, e and SI3, the Hall bar structures are composed of graphene
ribbon segments, A through J. Adjacent segments are seamlessly
connected by edgeless, square graphene junctions. The gate fully
covers only segments B and C. While bulk epigraphene is intrinsi-
cally charge neutral (Fig. 2), processing charges the graphene, with
a charge densityn0: n0 ≈ 1012 cm−2 in S1 and 2 × 1011 cm−2 in S2, so that
the charge density of ungated segment sections is n0.We normalize
VG so that VG = 0 corresponds to the charge neutrality point (CNP),
i.e., where the conductance has a minimum and the Hall voltage
switches sign (see below). Resistances Rij,kl are determined with
current I0 flowing from contact i to j, and voltages measured
between contacts k and l. Conductances Gij,kl are defined by Gij,kl =
1/Rij,kl.

Characterization of the single channel edge state
The following systematic study (1) unambiguously identifies ballistic
transport of the edge state from scaling; (2) reveals differences in AC
and ZZ edges; (3) shows the insensitivity of the edge state to the gate
voltage; (4) demonstrates isotropic scattering at the junctions; (5)
shows the reduction of backscattering in amagnetic field. (6) Edgeless
Corbino ring71 measurements (SI2) confirm that the observed prop-
erties are due to the edge state.

The conductance of a diffusive graphene ribbon of length L and
width W is G=σW/L. The conductivity σ =GL/W = neµ (n is the charge
density and µ the mobility) is a material property of diffusive con-
ductors that does not depend on size or shape and therefore imposes
strict scaling rules. In contrast, in a single channel ballistic conductor53

G =G0(1 + L/λ)−1 so that the conductance is not inversely proportional
to the length. Here, G0 = e2/h, e is the electronic charge, h is Planck’s
constant, and λ is the mean free path.

Fig. 2 | Neutral epigraphene characterization. a SEM micrograph of trapezoidal
graphene islands that formearly in the growth andultimately coalesce to produce a
uniform graphene layer. (Inset) STM image of the epigraphene showing the char-
acteristic hexagonal lattice of graphene at T = 12.5 K. b Raman spectroscopy.
Measured spectrum (red) and SiC subtracted spectrum (blue). The 2D peak is
typical of a graphene monolayer. c ARPES (beam energy = 200eV, EF = 197.4 eV)
taken at room temperature along K-M-K’ showing characteristic graphene Dirac
cones with vF = 1.06 × 106m/s, with an apex at E =0 confirming charge neutrality
and no detectable anisotropy. d Infrared magneto-spectroscopy. The transitions

follow the expected characteristic graphene
ffiffiffi
B

p
dispersion (indicated by the red

lines) confirming its monolayer character. e Typical scanning tunneling spectrum
(T = 4.4 K, Iset = 400 pA at Vbias = 500mV), showing the characteristic graphene
density of states. A linearfit (dashed lines) indicates a doping level |EF – ED| < 6meV,
showing that the graphene is charge neutral. f STS image at a graphene island edge
(T = 12.5 K, Iset = 250 pA at Vbias = 2 V) taken at various distances from the edge from
SiC to inside the ribbonwith a lateral resolution of about 2 nm (traces are displaced
vertically for clarity). Note the 0-DoS peak at the edge, similar to that observed in
sidewall ribbons43.
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Figure 3a shows 4-point conductancemeasurements of ZZ ribbon
segments B and C of S2: GB(VG) (blue) and GC(VG) (red). Scaling
demands that CCB=GC/GB is strictly constant (CCB≈ LB/LC = 2), how-
ever, CCB(VG) varies from ≈1 to 1.5. Similarly, for AC ribbon segments B
and C of S1 (Fig. 3c), CCB(VG) varies from about 1.3 to 1.6. In both
samples, the conductance reaches a minimum, but it does not vanish
at the charge neutrality point (CNP). A disorder induced non-zero
minimum conductivity σmin that obeys the scaling law is often seen in
exfoliated graphene14,72–74. In those cases, extrapolating the measured
conductance away from the rounding at CNP to n =0 gives G =0 (SI1).
But here (Fig. 3a, c) it does not, and a large residual conductance GRes

remains (dashed lines): for S1, GB
Res = 0.62 G0, and GC

Res = 0.77 G0; for
S2, GB

Res = 0.83 G0, and GC
Res = 0.85 G0.

The residual conductance is immediately explained in the Land-
auer formulism (see, for example, ref. 53) where in general the con-
ductance of a graphene ribbon with a ballistic edge state and a
diffusive bulk (ignoring coherence effects), can be written as

G=Gedge +Gbulk =Geð1 + L=λÞ�1 + σW=L ð1Þ

where Ge is predicted to be 2 G0 for a non-polarized graphene edge
state and 1G0 for a polarized edge state20,21,47,48,75–78; the edge statemfp
λ is expected to depend on EF.

Note that GL/W (Eq. 1) depends on L. However, if we subtract
GB,C

Res we find a segment-independent conductivity σB,C=(GB,C−GB,C
Res)

LB,C/W. The fact that σB and σC coincide (Fig. 3a, c insets) shows that
scaling is restored by this subtraction, which implies from Eq. 1 that
GB,C

Res =Gedge (see also SI4). Plugging themeasured values in Eq. 1 gives
Ge =GZZ = 0.86G0 and λzz > 50 µm for the ZZ direction (sample S2), and
Ge =GAC=0.95 G0 and λAC= 6 µm for the AC direction (sample S1). In
contrast, the bulk mobility of S1, extracted from σ is µ = 750 cm2V−1s−1

which corresponds to a bulk mpf, λbulk = 10 nm. This straightforward
analysis of conventional 4-point measurements unambiguously shows
that a 1 G0 ballistic state exists at CNP.

The bulk conductivity σ (Fig. 3a, c insets) is found by sub-
tracting the residual conductance measured at VG = 0 (horizontal
dashed lines), which implies that λ in Eq. 1 does not depend on VG

(if in fact it did, then σB and σC would not coincide). This inde-
pendence contradicts the conventional band structure in Fig. 1a,
where VG causes a rigid shift of the bands. For example, a VG = 1 V
would shift EF by ΔE ≈ 110meV so that N0Fl would be ΔE below EF
and would not participate in the transport which leaves only N0Dis.
However, if EF were 110meV then N0Dis would mix with 4×ΔE/
dE = 220 bulk subbands (dE ≈ 2meV is the subband spacing for this
740 nm wide ribbon, Fig. 1a). Therefore λ should decrease rapidly
with increasing VG, so that for large VG, Gedge should essentially
vanish. In that case, we should have observed a pronounced ≈1 G0

conductance peak at CNP, which is clearly not the case. Therefore
Fig. 1a cannot represent the band structure for VG ≠ 0. This dis-
crepancy is resolved below.

The measurements show that the edge state scatters at the junc-
tions (see SI7)79. If the scattering were isotropic then the transmission
probability through the junction would be TJ =½ (see refs. 30, 53, 80)
and a 4-point measurement would result in perfect 1 G0 quantization.
However at B =0, we find TJ ≈0.45. The 10% discrepancy is discussed
next. Figure 4a shows the conductance of Sample 2, ZZ, Seg. B, as a
function of magnetic field B for 4 values of VG at the vertical dashed
lines in Fig. 3a. At CNP (VG = 0), the conductance increases to about
0.98 G0 at B = 3 T. Hence for B > 3 T, TJ ≈½ (see SI11 for additional
measurements). Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 4b, the zero-field dip is
strongly reduced with increasing temperature tending towards exact 1
G0 quantization at CNP (see also SI11).

Fig. 3 | Demonstration of the 1 G0 edge state. a, b Sample S2, axis along ZZ
orientation, width = 1 µm. a 4-point conductances GB, GC of segments B and C (LB =
4.5 µm, LC = 2.5 µm). The residual conductanceGres (i.e. the edge state, dashed lines)
is determined fromextrapolationofG(VG) to VG=0 (black lines) fromwhichwefind
γZZ > 50 µm. See text for discussion of contact resistances and junction resistances.
Inset shows that the bulk conductance σZZ for segments B and C are essentially
identical, as expected. b Schematic diagram of S2: contacts (gold), segments (bold
letters), and gate (blue rectangle). Ungated graphene ribbon sections have a charge

density n0 ≈ −2 x 1011 cm−2 (σ0 ≈ 1 G0). c–e Sample S1, width = 740 nm, axis along
AC direction. c 4-point conductances GB, GC of segments B and C (AC segments,
LB = 3.7 µm, LC = 1.7 µm), from which we find γAC = 6 µm, RJ = 0.08 R0. d 2-point
conductancesGE andGH (vertical ZZ segments, LE =0.77 µm, LH = 1.9 µm).GE andGH

converge at CNP which indicates that γZZ >> segment lengths LE,H. Insets indicate
that there is no significant anisotropy in σZZ and σAC. e Schematic diagram of
S1. Ungated graphene ribbon sections have a charge density n0 ≈ −1012 cm−2

(σ0 ≈ 1.5 G0).
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The 3-point measurements of ZZ Segs. E and H of Sample 1
(Fig. 3d) are consistent with the 4-point measurements above,
showing G = 0.85 ± 0.02 G0 at CNP (taking into account the junction
transmission TJ and contact resistance, Rc ≈ 1.5 kΩ). Figure 5a shows
2-pointmeasurements ofGEH =G26,26 as a function of VG (S1 along the
ZZ direction) and Fig. 5b shows GABCD =G15,15 (S1 along AC direction)
for a range of magnetic fields. For B =0, the residual conductance
GRes

ABCD = 0.15 G0 (RRes
ABCD = 6.6 R0). If TJ =½ then RRes

ABCD = (4+
LABCD/λAC)R0

30,53, so that λAC = 6.3 µm. For high magnetic fields the
edge state conductances, GEH (VG = 0) and GABCD(VG = 0), are very
close to ½ G0 and ¼ G0 respectively, as expected for a 1 G0 ballistic
conductor with respectively 1 and 3 isotropic scattering centers30,53

(see also SI5). In addition, a magnetic field B ≥ 2 T significantly
increases λAC, i.e., it reduces backscattering at defects, reminiscently
of the destruction of coherent backscattering by a magnetic field53.
These observations confirm that the 1 G0 ballistic edge state scatters
at junctions, even in large magnetic fields, in contrast with quantum
Hall edge states.

1D edge state
One might expect that edge state currents will follow the graphene
periphery so that in general the conductance measured along the top
edge of a segment should be unrelated to the bottom edge. However,
the conductance measured along the top and bottom edges are
identical, as shown for Seg.Bof sample 2 (Fig. 6a), andSeg.Aof sample
1 (Fig. 6b). Since only the edge state contributes to transport at CNP
(VG =0) this demonstrates that edge state transport involves both
sides of the ribbons equally, consistent with its theoretically expected
1D nature. Hence, the edge state forms a network of 1D single channel
ballistic conductors with nodes at the junctions (see SI7).

Vanishing edge state Hall voltage
The Hall resistance, RHall = VH/I0 (Fig. 7a) is determined from the Hall
voltage VH = V26,15 and current I0. Figure 7c plots n* = B/eRHall (see
also SI6). For large VG, n* is linear and independent of B, as expected
in the diffusive limit where n* = n. From this we derive the gate
efficiency C = 1.3 × 1012 cm−2V−1 that agrees with the expected

Fig. 4 | Magnetic field effect on the edge state. a Conductance of Sample 2, Seg.
B versus B for 4 values of VG (Fig. 3a vertical dashed lines) showing ≈0.1 G0 dip at
B =0 that is independent of VG (similar to Seg, C see SI5), indicating that the dip is
related to edge state scattering at the junction (see text). bConductance of Sample

1, Seg.B at CNP for 3 temperatures, which shows that the conductancedip vanishes
with increasing temperature. These properties suggest coherent scattering of the
edge state at the junctions as explained in the text.

Fig. 5 | Segmentationof the edge state.The edge state conductance of a sequence
of N segments in series approaches G0/N. a 2-point conductance GEH(VG), ZZ, for
variousmagnetic fieldsB. AtCNP (VG =0), for large B,GEH≈½G0, is consistent with
a ballistic conductor with 1 isotropic scattering center (the junction). b 2-point
conductanceGABCD(VG), AC, for various B. At CNP (VG = 0) the conductance at large

B is consistent with 4 conductors (each of conductance ≈1G0) in series, as expected
for a 1 G0 ballistic conductor with 3 isotropic scattering centers (3 junctions). In a
magnetic field, the conductance increases to ¼ G0 (see inset for B = 5, 7, 8T) indi-
cating essentially perfect quantization, which implies that λAC diverges and RJ
vanishes.
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C = ε0κ/ed = 1.5 × 1012 cm−2V−1, where d = 30 nm is the aluminum
oxide gate dielectric thickness and κ = 9 is its dielectric constant.
The thick black dashed line in Fig. 7a–c, corresponds to
VG � V +

0

� �
=n*=C � _vF

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
πn

p
=e, where the second term represents

the quantum capacitance correction81. The gate voltage VG = V0
+ =

0.196 V locates the conduction band edge (dashed blue line); it is
significantly displaced from VG = 0. Likewise, the valence band edge
is approximately located at VG = −V0 which indicates an energy gap.

The edge state is ballistic in the segments (λ≫ L) and therefore it is
effectively decoupled from the bulk. While edge state and the bulk
thermalize at the contacts and back scattering occurs at the junctions,
it is not clear whether inelastic edge state-to-bulk states scattering also
occurs at the junctions. As shown below, Hall measurements indicate
that this does not occur. This means that the edge state network is
decoupled from the bulk network; the two only interact at the metal
contacts. Consequently, an applied current I0 is divided between the
edge, Ie, and the bulk Ib:

I0 = Ie + Ib;

Ie = I0GedgeðGedge +GbulkÞ�1 ð2Þ

Since edge state is a quantized non-degenerate ballistic graphene
state, conventional theory predicts that it should generate a Hall vol-
tage VHe = ±IeR0sgn(B)

48,82, where the sign depends on whether the
edge state carrier is an electron or a hole. On the other hand, the
diffusive bulkHall voltage isVHb = IbB/ne. As shown in SI8 themeasured
Hall voltageRHallm is easily calculated. Summarizing,VHe andVHbdrive a
circulating Hall current along the transverse arm, following the bulk,
from thebottomto the topcontact, andback, following the edge state.
Consequently, for a cross with arms of equal length L we expect that
RHall

m is given by Eq. 3a (see SI8 for details).

Rm
Hall =RHb +RHe =

B
ne

ðRb=Re + 1Þ�2 +R0ðRe=Rb + 1Þ�2 ðaÞ

Rm
Hall =

B
ne

ðRb=Re + 1Þ�2 ðfor RHe =0Þ ðbÞ
ð3Þ

whereRe = R0(1+ L/λ) and Rb = L/(σW) = L/(neµW) are the edge state and
bulk resistances of the arms. Equation 3b corresponds to an edge state
with no Hall effect (RHe =0).

Figure 7b plots RHall/(R0B), the Hall resistance in units of R0, versus
VG, which should be independent of B in the diffusive limit. Indeed, for
B <0.5 T, we find that RHall/(R0B) is independent of B and accurately
follows the diffusive limit forVG >0.4 V. However, it saturates at ≈0.2 T−1

forVG =0.18V and reduces to0 atCNP. Figure 7b inset shows that Eq. 3a
does not agree with the data at all. On the other hand, Eq. 3b
(Fig. 7b inset) reproduces all of the observed features. This shows that
the edge state does not generate a Hall voltage (see also SI6). While a
disordered electron-hole puddle state can produce a vanishing Hall
voltage atCNP47,53 andoccasionally a quasi-quantized conductivity14,47, it
does not produce a ballistic state and certainly not one with a 1 G0

conductance. Hence, the edge state is not the conventional graphene
subband that was predicted47,48.

Summarizing, we have shown that the edge state is an uncon-
ventional one dimensional 1 G0 ballistic state that is insensitive to the
gate voltage anddoes not generate aHall voltage at anymagnetic field.

The anomalous quantum Hall plateau
Graphene ribbon theory38 predicts that the N = 0 subband (Fig. 1a) in
general (not only for zigzag ribbons) is characterized by a flatband
over 1/3 of the Brillouin zone and a linearly dispersing band, N0Dis. The
flatband produces a large density of states at E =0 at the ribbon edges,
which has been experimentally observed in chemically produced
ribbons60, in sidewall ribbons43, and again here in nonpolar epi-
graphene ribbons (Fig. 2f), however, it is not seen in patterned exfo-
liated graphene, which correspondingly does not have an edge state
(SI1). The graphene edge state is predicted to develop from the flat-
band (N0Fl), while a 2 G0 quantum Hall state48,82 corresponding to
Landau level LL0 is expected to evolve from N0Dis.

Both the edge state and the bulk magnetoconductance are sub-
stantially insensitive to B (note that BµBulk < 1), therefore only
N0Dis(VG,B) can have a significant B dependence. Since G0Dis is diffusive
(see above), it is small at B =0 so thatG0Dis(VG,B) =G(VG,B)−G(VG,B =0).
Figure 8a plots G0Dis(VG,B) vs VG for various B for Seg. H. Note that
G0Dis

H(VG,B) appears to saturate near 1.6 G0 (solid black line). Likewise,
Fig. 8b plots 2G0Dis

EH(VG,B) for Seg. (H+E) (the factor 2 helps to com-
pare the conductance of the two segments in series, GH+E, with that of
the single segment, GH, see also Fig. 5a). It saturates near 1.8 G0. Both
cases are consistent with the 2 G0 conductance of the zeroth Landau
level LL0 in the quantumHall regime, thereby demonstrating thatN0Dis

causes the conductance bumps (see also SI10) The associated anom-
alous quantum Hall plateau (SI6) is explained below.

If we assume that the edge state also shunts the quantum Hall
voltage, then the calculation leading to Eq. 3b (SI8) also predicts that
the measured Hall resistance will be:

RPred
Hall =R

0Dis R0Dis=R0 + 1
� ��2 ð4Þ

Fig. 6 | Demonstration of 1D edge state transport. a 4-point conductances of
sample 2, Seg. B measured from the top (G15,23; red) and the bottom (G15,67; blue);
b 3-point conductances of sample 1, Seg. Bmeasured from the top (G15,12; red) and
the bottom (G15,16; blue). The perfect overlap shown in the two cases is consistent

with a 1D edge state that involves both edges coherently and not with a top edge
that is independent of the bottom edge which would cause the conductances,
especially at CNP to be very different (see text).
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Where R0Dis = 1/G0Dis. In fact, RPred
Hall , calculated from Eq. 4 using the

experimental G0Dis
H(VG,B) and G0Dis

EH(VG,B) shown in Fig. 8c, d are
remarkably similar and similar to the measured RHall (Fig. 7a), which
verifies Eq. 4. Hence we conclude that the quantum Hall-like plateau is
the graphene R0/2 quantum plateau that is shunted by the edge state
(see also SI6).

Pinning of the edge state at E=0
In neutral graphene ribbons the 0-DoS peak is half filled with
n0 ≈ 5 × 108 empty states per cm2 at E = 0 at the graphene edge20.
Conventional condensed matter principles52 dictate that the 0-DoS

peak will pin EF at EF =0. As long as the 0-DoS peak is not saturated, it
will deplete gate-induced charges near the edge as theoretically
verified51 in simulations of 5–10 nm wide ribbons with a 2 nm high-K
dielectric topgate. to produce a Schottky barrier. The resulting electric
fields bend thebands near the edge so that in thebulk of the ribbon the
Dirac point is at ∣ED∣= _vF

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
πn

p
(Fig. 1b, d)47,82. The effectivewidth of the

depletion region is about half the dielectric thickness d = 30nm (ref.
51, Eq. 11). The 0-DoS peak saturates for nmax > 1013 cm−2 (i.e., for
VG > e/a0ε0κ = 8 V, with a0 = 2.5 Å the graphene lattice constant) which
is beyond our experimental range. Since we concluded that the
annealed non-zigzag ribbons also terminate with acene atoms67, they
should have a similar nmax.

This implies that the flatband pins the Fermi level that remains at
E=0 along the entire graphene edge (excluding contacts), independent
of VG for the gate voltages used here. These properties perfectly fit the
characteristics of the edge state, which confirms that the edge state is
pinned at E=0 (i.e., independent of VG) and protected by a Schottky
barrier.

An excited 1 G0 edge state ΔE ≈ 10meV above the ground state is
also observed (SI10) which is probably related to the recently observed
≈0.1 eV gap in narrow sidewall ribbons43 so that, as expected, this
energy gap is tuned by the ribbon width30,36,37,43,45.

To qualitatively illustrate the band structure (Fig. 9), we use a
staggered potential to produce a gap45, onsite potentials near the edge
for the electrostatic edge potential, and couple the upper and lower
N=0 states as for a ferromagnetic edge state83. For small n, the bulk
Hall conductance (Fig.7c dashed line) vanishes at the conduction and
valenceband edges (Fig. 9b, d) however, since it is shuntedby the edge
state, RHall does not diverge. For large n the bulk conductance dom-
inates, and the Hall resistance converges to the diffusive limit (Fig. 7b
dashed line). N0Dis becomes the LL0 quantum Hall-like state in a mag-
netic field82 (Figs. 7a, 8). Mixing with the bulk states (Fig. 9a, e) ulti-
mately disrupts the quantum Hall-like state as |VG| increases.

Discussion
Several observed edge state properties seen here for the first time are
consistent with theoretical predictions. However, the observation of a
non-degenerate edge state that does not generate a Hall voltage is not
predicted. Single-sided edge state transport, as recently proposed for
sidewall ribbons43,84 is ruled out since both sides of the ribbons parti-
cipate in the transport. Consequently, since the edge state comes from
the flatband at E = 0 that is composed of electrons and holes, it is
natural to consider a quasiparticle that is half electron and half hole,
where both components follow the same path (even in a magnetic
field) but in opposite directions. Interestingly, this quasiparticle is
effectively charge neutral so that it does not generate a Hall voltage,
but it will carry a current, half carried by the electron and half by the
hole. If in addition this edge state is spin polarized as it is in sidewall
ribbons, (see SI13), then the proposed quasiparticle will be a spin ½
fermion with no Hall voltage and with a conductance G = 1 G0, as
observed. Note that the unusual quasiparticle described here is tech-
nically a spin polarized non-chiral fermion of which the Majorana fer-
mion is an important example. In fact the edge state could be a
Majorana fermion or a related new quasiparticle.

The excellent transport properties of the epigraphene edge state
properties suggest awide variety of device architectures, besides ultra-
high frequency epigraphene field effect transistors85. For example, a
graphene nanoribbon supplied with top and side gates is predicted to
have impressive switching characteristics22 (SI14). The spin polarized
edge state (SI13)86 provides an important step toward spintronics
applications87,88. Epigraphene ribbon constrictions have non-linear
properties that may be modulated with a gate89,90. The excited edge
state observed here and in sidewall ribbons may be used in graphene
ribbon tunneling transistors91. In fact, the silicon carbide substrate
itself, which is compatible with THz electronics and in which qubits

Fig. 7 | Absence of an edge state Hall voltage. a Hall resistance RHall = |R26,15| (in
units ofR0) versusVG for 0.02T ≤ B ≤ 9T shows an anomalousquantumHall plateau
at ≈0.25 R0 for B > 3 T, consistent with a quantum Hall plateau from the dispersing
branch N =0 subband that is shorted by the edge state (see Eqs. 3b, 4). The black
dashed lines is the diffusive bulk limit for B = 1 T. b The normalized Hall resistance |
RHall/R0B| converges to the diffusive bulk limit for B <0.5 T and VG >0.4 V. For
VG <0.4 V and B <0.1 T it becomes independent of B and saturates at ≈0.2 T−1 and
then decreases to 0 independent of B as VG decreases to 0. This behavior is pre-
dicted in Eq. 3b (inset); Eq. 3a (inset) does not correspond at all, showing that the
edge state does not generate aHall voltage. c Effective chargedensityn* = |B/eRHall| .
For small B and/or large VG, n* converges to the diffusive limit (thick black dashed
line) which is corrected for the quantum capacitance. A significant gapΔVG =0.17 V
is observed which indicates a band gapwhich however cannot be quantified by this
measurement.
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may be realized92, may be incorporated in switching schemes93.
Moreover, like carbon nanotubes9 and graphene quantum Hall
states94,95, the zero-mode nanostructures will be phase coherent at low
temperatures13, enabling graphene quantum interferencedevices9,95 so
that ultimately quantum coherent structures may be realized that
could be used for quantum computing94. Moreover, silicon-on-
epigraphene methods33 have already been demonstrated which
allows integration with silicon electronics.

While more experimental and theoretical work needs to be done,
the constellation of properties demonstrated here, on a nano-
patternable substrate, shows that nonpolar epigraphene is an ideal
platform for essentially dissipationless integrated zero-mode gra-
phene nanoelectronics as originally envisionned6,12.

Methods
Sample fabrication
Non-polar wafers were produced in-house from commercial bulk sin-
gle crystal 4H-SiC rod, by cutting themalong directions corresponding
to the sidewall facets (�110n), n = 5. Thewafers were thenCMPpolished.
Graphene samples were prepared using the Confinement Controlled
Sublimation method25 in a graphite crucible provided with a 0.5mm

hole, under various growth conditions depending on the crucible
condition, all producingmonolayer epigraphene: Sample S1 (Figs. 3–8)
in a 1 atm Ar atmosphere at 1550 °C for 30min followed by 1650 °C for
2 h; S2 in 1 atm Ar atmosphere at 1500 °C for 30min followed by
1600 °C for 1 h; the sample in Fig. 2b, c, e was grown in vacuum in a
face-to-face configuration at 1550 °C for 20min, and the sample of
Fig. 2d and SI2 in a 1 atm Ar atmosphere at 1550 °C for 30min followed
by 1650 °C for 15min.

Sample patterning
Sample S1 (Figs. 3–6) was patterned using conventional lithography
methods. An alumina protecting layer was first deposited on graphene
immediately after annealing in vacuumat 1000 °C for 30min, where Al
was first evaporated (0.5 Å/s) in ≈ 5 × 10−5 mb oxygen atmosphere. Hall
bars were e-beam patterned with a bilayer MMA/PMMA resist and
provided with an alumina coating. The graphene/alumina was dry-
etched in BCl3 plasma (ICP) through a PMMA/PPM e-beam patterned
mask. Buffered HF was used to provide openings in the alumina for
contacts. E-beamevaporated Pd/Auwas used for contacts and the gate
electrode (see Fig. S4). For sample S2 a Hall bar patterned Al2O3

coating serves as a mask in a RIE O2 plasma etch followed by stripping

Fig. 8 | Anomalous quantum Hall plateau. a Magnetoconductance of N0Dis, in
units of G0 for Seg.H. b Twice themagnetoconductance ofN0Dis for Seg. (E+H), see
text. Note the saturation near 2G0 as expected for N0 in the quantum Hall regime.
c, d Calculated quantum Hall resistance of Seg H and Seg. (E+H) from Eq. 4, that

predicts the anomalous 0.25 R0 plateau from the magnetoconductance, see text.
Note the remarkable resemblance between a and c, and b and d, which further
strongly supports Eq. 4 and hence the vanishing of the edge state Hall voltage.

Fig. 9 | Tight-bindingmodel for gapped graphene with an edge state pinned at
E=0 for various gate voltages, VG. a–e Conduction and valence band (green) and
split edge state (blue and red) for increasing VG. For VG =V0 in (b), the Fermi level
grazes the bottom of the conduction band, which is where the Hall voltage of the

bulk conduction band vanishes. For VG = −V0 in (d) EF grazes the top of the con-
ductionbandwhere thebulk valencebandHall voltage vanishes. TheHall voltageof
the N =0 subband crosses 0 midway between these two in (c).
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Al2O3 in an Al etchant and a thermal anneal at 1200 °C for 15min.
Following patterning provides Au/Pd side contacts and top gate (15 nm
of Al2O3 as dielectric), see Fig. S5.

Experimental measurements
Transport measurements were performed in a 1.6–420K cryocooler,
provided with a 9 Tesla magnet. Voltages were sequentially measured
by eight lock-ins (frequency < 21Hz), with low current excitation (from
1 to 10 nA). Cryogenic STM images weremade in high resolution, AFM/
STM96 at the Néel institute, and at the TICNN using a RHK PanScan
Freedom STM. Raman spectra were acquired with a high-resolution
confocal Raman microscope system at an excitation wavelength of
532nm. Room temperature ARPES measurements were performed at
the CASSIOPEE beam line of the Soleil synchrotron, equipped with a
Scienta R4000 analyzer and a modified Peterson PGM mono-
chromator with a resolution E/ΔE = 70,000 at 100 eV and 25,000 for
lower energies. The 6 axis cryogenic manipulator is motorized. The
ARPES sample was prepared ex-situ and cleaned under ultra-high
vacuum conditions by flash heating it at 700 °C. The infrared (IR)
magneto-spectroscopy measurements were carried out in reflection
mode using a standard Fourier-transform IR spectroscopy technique
(Bruker VERTEX 80 v) at liquid helium temperature. The IR light from a
Globar source was delivered to the non-polar epigraphene through an
evacuated light pipe, and the reflected light was guided to a Si bol-
ometer away from the magnetic field center. All measurements were
performed in Faradaygeometrywith thefield applied perpendicular to
the graphene.

Data availability
Data are fully available upon request to the corresponding authors.
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Supplementary Information 
 
SI1. Charge puddles and residual conductivity in exfoliated graphene flakes 
 

A non-zero conductivity at CNP is observed in many graphene samples which normally 
manifests as a rounding at CNP: a linear fit beyond the rounding extrapolates to the 
baseline (s=0) as in Fig. S1a. This rounding has been explained in terms of various forms of 
disorder (eg. charge puddles1,2). However, occasionally, a residual conductivity sres is also 
observed, where the extrapolation is significantly above the baseline (Fig. S1c, e, g). Since 
a residual conductivity is observed in exfoliated virgin graphene flakes (which have intact 
edges) but not in lithographically patterned exfoliated flakes the residual conductance is 
apparently caused by the edges, as it is in epigraphene ribbons, as explicitly demonstrated 
in the main text. 

 
In their highly cited paper,3 Chen, Fuhrer et al. experimentally demonstrated that charge impurity 
scattering causes the minimum conductivity and provided an empirical equation 
s(n)=Ce|n/nimp|+ sres, where n is the charge density, nimp is the impurity concentration and 
C=5x1015 V−1s−1. They cite Trushin et al.4 who predict that charge impurity scattering will give a 
conductivity s(n)≈sres(1+2πR2n), where R is the impurity screening radius and sres is proportional 
1/(nimp R2). This explains sres but not the rounding.   
 

 
 
Figure S1. Conductivity as a function of gate voltage and corresponding optical images of the measured 
devices adapted from (a)(b) Ref. 5; (c)(d) Ref. 3: potassium doping of graphene for a pristine sample and 
three different doping concentrations taken at 20 K in UHV; (e)(f) Ref. 6; (g)(h) Ref. 7: the scale bars in the 
optical images in (h) represent 1 µm and 10 µm for (b) and (c),(d), respectively.  
 
Cho and Fuhrer6 concurrently provided compelling evidence that the rounding is due to relatively 
large P and N charge puddles and stated that sres is not understood (micron scale charge puddles are 
commonly observed in exfoliated graphene2 but not in epitaxial graphene, see Fig.S2). They give 
several possible explanations for sres including experimental artifacts due to the non-ideal sample 
structures. In fact, in both papers3,6 and for some of Kim et al’s samples7, the measured devices are 
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unpatterned exfoliated graphene flakes that are supplied with contacts (see Fig. S1d, f, h). In contrast 
the patterned Hall bar5 from Novoselov et al. (Fig. S1a-b) does not have a residual conductivity.  
 
 

 
 
Figure S2. Surface characterization. (a)-(b) exfoliated graphene flake on SiO2 substrate. (a) STM 
topographic image8 (b) Color map of the spatial density variations in the graphene flake extracted from 
surface potential measurements at high density and when the average carrier density is zero. Blue regions 
correspond to holes and red regions to electrons.2 (c) STM image of epigraphene (multilayer graphene on 
C-face), across a boundary between two different Moiré regions.9 The layer is atomically flat with a 
roughness less than 50pm (red line - courtesy Joseph Stroscio).  
 
The conductivity s of a diffusive conductor is derived from the measured conductance G: if the 
conductance of a ribbon of length L and width W is G, then its conductivity is s=GL/W, which is 
independent of L and W. It has been shown that inhomogeneous graphene (i.e. with charge puddles) 
and with charged impurities has a non-zero conductivity at the charge neutrality point: s(CNP)≠0. 
Nevertheless the conductance scales with L: s(CNP)=G(CNP)L/W for measurements at several 
lengths L on the same sample. Therefore, ballistic transport at CNP cannot be concluded simply from 
a non-zero conductance at CNP (even if it appears to be quantized). An unambiguous way to 
demonstrate a ballistic edge state is to measure conductance G(CNP) at several lengths L to show 
that G(CNP)=Ge(1+L/l)-1. In this way, we have definitively demonstrated that in our samples the 
residual quantized conductance Ge is due to the edge state and that it cannot be incorporated in the 
conductivity of the sample because of length scaling.  
 
It may well be that the edge state in fact did contribute to the conductance in many of the early, 
unpatterned graphene flakes but this possibility was not investigated and a residual conductivity was 
assumed, which had different values on samples produced from the same unpatterned flake but with 
different geometries7 which is in fact a sign of a ballistic edge state. On the other hand, 
lithographically patterned exfoliated graphene flakes like Fig. S1a have disordered edges and 
therefore have no edge state and no residual conductance so that this problem went away when 
patterned samples were used. 

()

400 nm

50 pm

sz ~ 0.2nm

(a) (b)

(c)
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SI2. Corbino ring measurements 
 

A Corbino ring is an edgeless device specifically designed to eliminate properties caused 
by sample edges. Therefore differences in properties observed in a Corbino ring and in a 
Hall bar can be attributed to the edge state. These measurements show that the residual 
conductance, the anomalous magnetic properties, and the anomalous temperature 
dependence observed in the epigraphene ribbons are all due to the edge state, consistent 
with the conclusions in the main text.  

 
The Corbino ring was produced using the process below (Fig. S4). It consists of a conducting ring with 
electrodes contacting its inner and outer rims (Fig S3a-d). Comparing the transport in the Corbino 
ring and that of the Hall bar, we can further separate the transport properties related to the edge 
from those of the bulk. 
 
 

 
 

Figure S3. Corbino ring. (a) AFM image of the Corbino ring. (b) 3d rendering of the device. (c) Construction 
diagram showing electrodes (yellow), Al2O3 dielectric (blue), graphene (gray). (d) The Corbino ring is modeled 
as three resistors in series. (e) Conductivity at 4.5K as a function of gate voltage showing a significant non-
zero minimum conductivity at CNP, however there is no significant residual conductivity, in contrast to that 
observed in the S1 and S2 Hall bars where it is due to the edge state. (f) A large positive magnetoresistance is 
observed at 4.5K. In contrast, the S1 and S2 Hall bar resistance decreases with increasing magnetic field. (g) 
The bulk resistivity increases with increasing temperature. In contrast the S1 and S2 Hall bar resistance 
decreases with increasing temperature (see SI9). 
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Figure S3e shows the conductivity s versus gate voltage. A minimum conductivity, which properly 
extrapolates to s=0 at CNP, is observed. In contrast to the Hall bar, the Corbino ring does not have a 
significant residual conductance.  
 
Figure S3f shows the large positive magnetoconductance, which is consistent with r=(1+(µB)2)/neµ 
with µ=4300 cm2V-1s-1 and n=1.2x1012 cm-2 at VG=2.5 V. In contrast, the Hall bars S1 and S2 have a 
large negative magnetoconductance that saturates at about B=3T, which therefore can be attributed 
to the edge state.   
 
The graphene to Pd/Au contact resistance is 890 W, similar to the S1 and S2 Hall bar contact 
resistance. Similarly to the S1 and S2 Hall bars, charging due to the Al2O3 dielectric is observed: 
n0≈3x1012cm-2.  
 
Figure S3g shows the resistivity of the Corbino ring at n=4x1012 cm-2 as function of temperature, 
showing an approximately linear increase for T<200 K, followed by a non-linear increase at higher 
temperatures, consistent with scattering from acoustic phonons.10 In contrast the resistance of the 
Hall bars decreases with increasing temperature so that this property also can be attributed to the 
edge state (see SI9). 
 
Hence, these measurements show that the edge state causes the residual conductance, the 
anomalous magnetic properties, and the anomalous temperature dependence.  
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SI3. Device production  
 

 
Figure S4. Device production process flow Sample S1 (Method 1). 
 
Hall bar S1 was produced using the process flow described in Fig. S4, however the dielectric 
patterning failed in the first attempt and was removed using hydrogen fluoride (HF), after which it 
was reapplied. In this process the graphene was subjected to hydrogen fluoride and this Buffered 
Oxide Etch wet etching significantly reduced the graphene mobility. This turned out to be fortuitous 
because it greatly enhanced the contrast between the edge state transport and the bulk transport. 
Moreover, it further demonstrates that the edge state is not affected by disorder that greatly reduces 
the mobility of the bulk. This immunity of the edge state to processing damage is important for 
nanoelectronics fabrication.  

 
Figure S5. Device production process flow for Sample S2 (Method2) 
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Hall bar S2 was produced using the process flow described in Fig. S5. The process is simplified 
compared with Sample S1 (Fig. S4). A patterned Al2O3 layer was used as a mask for the oxygen plasma 
etch. The mask was removed with Al etchant and the patterned graphene was annealed at 1200oC 
for 15 min. Pd/Au contacts were then deposited and the Al2O3 dielectric was deposited followed by 
the deposition of the Al gate electrode.  
 

   
 
 

Figure S6. Optical images of the Hall bar S1. (Top left) Superposition of an image taken before gate deposition, 
with the resist in place, to outline the geometry of the Hall bar, and an image of the completed device. (Top 
middle) zoom in of the red square in the left image. (Bottom) Dimension measurements. Red line indicates 
the perimeter of the gate. (Top right) 3D rendition of the AFM image of sample S1. 
 
 
SI4. Partially gated graphene ribbons 
 

Partially gated graphene ribbons show that the edge state conductance is not affected by 
the bulk charge density step at the interface between gated and ungated portions of the 
ribbon segment. They also show that the bulk conductivity along the ZZ and AC directions 
are identical, however that the edge state mfp along the ZZ direction is much larger than 
along the AC direction. 

 
Graphene ribbons that are partially gated have been measured using 2-point and 3-point 
measurements (4-point measurements are for fully gated segments). For these, the conductance of 
the bulk component consists of two conductors in series: 𝐺!"#$%&'()  and 𝐺'*!"#$%&'()  corresponding to the 
measured gated and ungated segment lengths Lgated and Lungated. Hence the net conductance of a 
single segment after subtraction of the residual conduction (i.e. the edge state) is 
 

10 µm10µm 2µm2µm
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𝐺+&'() = #,!"#$%
-

.
/(*)

+ ,&'!"#$%
-

.
/(*()

+ 𝑅23*#"2#&'() &
4.

    Eq.S1 
 

Where s(n) is determined from the 4-point measurements and s(n0) is the ungated conductivity. 
The edge state conductance is 𝐺+

$%!$, see Eq. 2 in main text: 
 

𝐺+
$%!$ = 1/)𝑅5(1 + 𝐿/𝜆) + 𝑅6'*2 + 𝑅2.     Eq.S2 

 

So that the total conductance is (Eq. 1) 
 

𝐺 = 𝐺+
$%!$ + 𝐺+&'()        Eq.S3 

 

As shown in Fig. S7, Eq. S1 applied to 2, 3, and 4 point measurements gives excellent agreement for 
s(VG) over the entire VG range, using s(n0)=2.7 G0 (n0=1.2x1012cm-2) and 𝑅23*#"2#&'() =0.015 R0 (≈400 W). 
However if the residual conductance is not subtracted there is no agreement at all. This again clearly 
demonstrates that the residual conductance cannot be lumped together with the minimal 
conductivity, since this combination will not property scale with length. It also shows that the residual 
conductance does not depend on VG. 

 
Figure S7. Solid lines show bulk conductivity (Eq. S1) after subtraction of the residual conductance, taking into 
account the ungated lead resistance and contact resistances (4.5K measurements). The conductivities 
superimpose showing excellent agreement for 2, 3 and 4 point measurements. Seg. A: G15,12, 3-point (blue); 
Seg. B: G15,23, 4-point (red); Seg. C: G15,34, 4-point (green); Seg. A+B+C+D: G15,15, 2-point (black). If the residual 
conductance is not subtracted (dashed lines) then no scaling factor can superimpose them which 
unambiguously demonstrates that the residual conductance does not scale like a conductivity and that it does 
not depend on the gate voltage.  
 
These measurements confirm that the bulk conductivity is the same in different ribbon regions, as 
expected for a homogeneous material; it is explicitly identical along the ZZ and the AC directions: 
sAC=sZZ. It also shows that the edge state conductance is not affected by the bulk charge density step 
at the interface between gated and ungated portions of the ribbon segment.   
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SI5. Magnetoconductance dip 
 

A broad dip (width≈3 T) in the magnetoconductance at B=0 is observed in epigraphene 
ribbons and in sidewall ribbons, however not in Corbino ring measurements. The dip 
vanishes at increased temperatures. The dip is associated with edge state scattering at 
junctions, contacts and edge defects. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure S8. The conductance of graphene ribbons with an edge state shows a dip in the magneto-conductance 
at B=0 and 4.5K (top panels and for various temperature (bottom panels). Top left panel is G15,23 (Sample S2-
Seg. B, 4µm, ZZ segment, 4-point), top middle panel is G15,34 (Sample S2-Seg. C, 2 µm long ZZ segment, 4-
point) measured for 3 gate voltages. Top right panel compares the resistance of the dip DR=R(B)-Rmin at VG=0 
of R15,23 and R15,34; DR15,23 and DR15,34 are almost identical, indicating that the dip is primarily caused by 
scattering of the edge state (as it is observed at CNP) at the junction and not due to scattering along the ribbon 
because the resistance difference DR would scale linearly with the length difference DL=2 µm. If the small 
residual DR=0.033 R0 is attributed to DL, then DR corresponds to a mean free path lZZ=R0DL/DR=60 µm, which 
is consistent with other measurements (see main text). Bottom left panel is G15,45 (Sample-S1, Seg D, 4.5 µm, 
AC direction, symmetrized, 3-point) at CNP; it shows the decrease of the dip with increasing temperature and 
the saturation near G=G0. All individual segments show similar behavior. Bottom right panel, same 
measurement but for G15,15 (Sample S1-Seg. A+B+C+D, 15 µm, AC direction, 2-point). The conductance 
saturates at G0/4, consistent with four 1 G0 ribbon segments in series. Note that the dip amplitude is 
considerably larger along the AC direction than the ZZ direction, indicating that scattering at AC edge defects 
and at the junctions is reduced both in a magnetic field and at increased temperatures. 
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SI6. Pseudo-plateaus 
 

Non-quantized quantum Hall resistance plateaus are observed close to CNP that saturate 
at about R≈0.25 R0 for |VG|>0.3 V. The anomalous ≈0.25 R0 quantum Hall plateau and the 
pseudo plateaus are caused by the shunting effect of the edge state. 

 
Near CNP, the Hall resistance of sample S1 measured for various gate voltages VG, has non-quantized 
plateaus that converge to ≈0.25 R0 for VG=0.3 V as shown here for G15,26, Sample S1. The pseudo-
plateaus converge to RH=0 at CNP, rather than diverging which is caused by the shunting effect of 
the edge state. The value of the plateau is similarly explained by the shunting effect. 

 
Figure S9. Resistance R15,26 (Hall measurement configuration at 4.5 K) of sample S1 for various gate voltages, 
showing non quantized plateaus for B>3T. 
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SI7. Schematic diagram of the 1D edge state network 
 

The edge state forms a 1D network that can be schematically represented by 
ballistic segments with a resistance of 1 R0 between contacts and junctions. 

 

 
Figure S10. Schematic diagram of the 1D edge state network of S1 and S2. 
 
The resistance is increased by the junction resistance RJ, the contact resistance RC, and scattering 
along the edge state, RE=R0L/l so that each segment has an effective resistance RSeg=R0+RE+RJ+RC. 
Note that RE is larger for the AC direction compared with the ZZ direction, whereas defects at 
segment corners probably cause RJ. Both RE and RJ reduce in a magnetic field and at increased 
temperatures (see above). The effects are reminiscent of weak localization. The large width of the 
magnetoconductance dip may be due to the 1d nature of the edge state that cannot enclose a 
magnetic flux.   
 
 
 
SI8. Two component Hall effect 
 

The edge state network and the bulk network are independent and only interact at 
the contacts. Therefore the measured Hall voltage is a combination of the edge 
state Hall voltage and the bulk Hall voltage that involve currents in the voltage arms 
of the Hall bar.  

 
We have shown that the edge state network and the bulk network are independent and only interact 
at the contacts. This also applies to the Hall voltage, as shown in Fig. S11, where the bulk network is 
labeled 1 and the edge state network is labeled 2. A current I0 is applied between contact A and B 
and is divided between the two networks: I1,2=I0G1,2/(G1+G2) where G1,2 are the conductances. These 
currents generate Hall voltages V1,2=RH1,2I1,2 that cause a current i to circulate along the vertical arms 
of the Hall bar: i=(V1-V2)/(R1+R2), so that the resulting measured Hall voltage  
VCD=V1-iR1=I0RH1(R1/R2+1)-1(G2/G1+1)-1 + I0RH2(R2/R1+1)-1(G1/G2+1)-1. For a diffusive conductor 
RH1=B/en. For a chiral 1 G0 edge state RH2=R0. For the edge state we find that RH2=0. For a cross of 
equal arm lengths G1=1/R1 and G2=1/R2, which results in Eq. 3a in the main text; setting RHe=0 gives 
Eq. 3b, main text. 
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𝑅7"((8 = 𝑅7& + 𝑅7$ =
9
*$
(𝑅&/𝑅$ + 1)4: + 𝑅5(𝑅$/𝑅& + 1)4:  (Eq. 3a, main text) 

𝑅7"((8 = 9
*$
(𝑅&/𝑅$ + 1)4:															(𝑅7$ = 0)    (Eq.3b, main text) 

 
On the other hand, for a cross with equal arms in the quantum Hall limit of the LL0 state, we expect 
for the edge state, R1=Re=R0; G1=Ge=G0 and R2=1/G2=R0Dis where G2 is the measured 2 point 
conductance (note that in the quantum Hall regime the Hall resistance equals the two point 
resistance). With these substitutions and assuming that the Hall voltage of the flatband vanishes, we 
find Eq. 4 of the main text: 
 
𝑅7"((;<$% = 𝑅5=>?)𝑅5=>?/𝑅5 + 1.

4:
      (Eq.4, main text) 

 

 
Figure S11. Schematic diagram voltages and currents in the interacting edge state and bulk networks for a 4-
contact cross A-B-C-D where a current I0 is applied horizontally along AB, generating Hall voltages V1,2 in the 
vertical arms (CD). 
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SI9. Temperature dependence 
 

The conductance of epigraphene ribbons increases with increasing temperature, 
rather than decreasing as in Corbino ring measurements and for 2D graphene in 
general, which shows that the conductance increase is an edge state property. In a 
magnetic field this increase is suppressed (see below).  

 
 
Figure S12. Temperature dependences. (a) Conductance of Sample 1-Seg. B (L=4 µm) measured at VG=0; (b) 
Conductance of Sample 2-Seg. B (L=4 µm), measured at VG=4V; (c) Corbino ring conductivity of non-polar 
epigraphene; (d) conductivity of Si face, polar 2D epigraphene.  
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SI10. High temperatures and the excited edge state 
 

High temperature measurements show that the anomalous quantum Hall plateau 
persists and is consistent with the edge state shunted R0/2 quantum Hall plateau that 
is derived from the high mobility N0Dis subband. The anomalous temperature and 
magnetic field dependence is consistent with a 1 G0 excited edge state on the order of 
10 meV above the ground state, with ballistic properties that resemble the ground 
state. This state can only be accessed thermally and not with a gate voltage, which 
implies that it is located at the edge that is pinned at E=0, making it insensitive to VG. 
The excited state is suppressed in a magnetic field. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure S13. Excited edge state and N0Dis for the 2 segments E+H inseries, Sample 1, 2points  (a) 2GEH at 
B=0 T for T=5 K, 50 K and 300 K (the factor 2 accounts for 2 segments in series like in Fig. 4e, main text).  
(b) 2GN0Dis(T,VG) at B=0 T for T=5 K, 50 K and 300 K, where GN0Dis(T,VG)=GEH(T,VG)-GEH(T=5K,VG) Note that 
GN0Dis increases essentially uniformly with increasing temperature suggesting an excited edge state of the 
edge state with a conductance of essentially 1 G0. (c) 2GEH at B=9 T for T=5 K, 50 K and 300 K. (d) 
2GN0Dis(T,VG) at B=9 T for T=5 K, 150 K and 300 K. The edge state conductance reverts to ≈1 G0 indicating 
that the excited state is suppressed in a magnetic field. The Shubnikov -de Haas oscillation has a maximum 
conductance of about 2 G0, i.e. consistent with the conductance of LL0. The reduction with increasing T is 
consistent with the Shubnikov-de-Haas peak of the LL0 state of graphene (ELL0/kB =1250 K at B=9 T) as 
indicated by the asterisks. (e) Hall resistance RHall =R26,15 at T=5 K, 150 K, 300 K showing the anomalous 
plateau persists at high temperatures, consistent with a high mobility N=0 dispersive graphene subband.  
(f) Hall resistance as predicted in Eq.4 of the main text, using measured GN0Dis plotted in (d) as in Fig.4g of 
the main text. 
 
Figure S13a shows 2GEH =2G26,26 for several temperatures from 5 K to 300 K at B=0 T. Figure S13b 
shows 2GEH(VG,T)-2GEH(VG,T=5K) which corresponds to the conductance increase with increasing 
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temperature. Note that GEH=(GE
-1+GH

-1)-1 ≈ GSeg/2 i.e. half of a single segment conductance which is 
the reason for the factor of 2 in the y axis.  
 
Since the bulk conductance only weakly decreases with increasing temperature, this increase is due 
to the edge state (see Corbino data, SI2). Note that the increase is close to 1 G0 and relatively 
independent of VG, which is similar to the low temperature edge state behavior. Since this behavior 
is not seen in sidewall ribbons, we can reasonably assume that an excited state is involved with an 
energy gap on the order of 10 meV. This gap value is consistent with the observed 0.1 eV gap 
observed in 40 nm wide sidewall ribbons11 assuming a 1/W width dependence, which is often 
observed in calculated energy gaps in edge states. Moreover, the fact that the edge state 
conductance at high temperatures is 2 G0 is consistent with a 2-fold degenerate edge state as 
predicted for the edge state in general.  
 
Figure S13c shows 2GEH(VG,T, B=9T) Note that now the conductance at CNP only slightly increases 
with increasing temperature which is explained in the main text as due to reduced scattering at the 
junction. If we subtract the conductance at T=5K, B=0: GEH(VG,T,B=9T)-GEH(VG,T=5K,B=0T), then we 
recover the temperature and field dependence of the N0Dis (as explained in the main text) which 
shows a clear Shubnikov de Haas oscillation that corresponds to LL0 (see main text).  
 
The amplitude ASdH(B,T) of the G(B,T) oscillations (Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations) are given by the 
Lifshitz-Kosevich equation: ASdH(B,T) is proportional to u/sinh(u), where u=2π2kBT/ELL1(B) and ELL1(B) 
is the energy of the LL1:	𝐿𝐿1(𝐵) = 𝑣!𝑐∗√2𝑒ℏ𝐵. Hence, normalizing to GEH(T=5K, B=9T ) gives 
ASdH(T=150 K, B=9 T)=0.75 G0 and ASdH(T=300 K, B=9 T)=0.15 G0  which corresponds well with the 
observed amplitudes (Fig. S13d), leaving little doubt that this is the correct interpretation.  
 
Figure S13e shows the measured Hall resistance showing the anomalous Hall plateau associated with 
LL0 (see main text) for B=9T at various temperatures. Note that the Hall plateau is still visible at 
T=150 K, and is decreased at T=300 K. This trend is expected for LL0 however the anomalous value 
(i.e. 0.25 R0 rather than 0.5 R0) implies that the shunting due to the edge state persists up to high 
temperatures. This interpretation is confirmed in Fig. S13f which shows that the Hall resistance 
continues to be well predicted from the measured GN0Dis (Fig. S13d) using Eq.4 (main text) up to 
T=300 K. 
 
 
SI11. Resistance segmentation and quantization 
 

Resistance (in units of R0=h/e2) measured at CNP closely equals the number of segments, so 
that the resistance per segment is very close to 1 R0 (at most 12% above R0 at B=0) for all the 
segments measured. For B>0, the resistance decreases, resulting in essentially exact 1 R0 

quantization at high field, reminiscent of decreased coherent backscattering in magnetic 
field.12 Similarly, at CNP and B=9 T, RE≈1 R0, RE+H≈ 2 R0 for all temperatures studied. Hence, at 
CNP the resistance per segment is approximately 1 R0 at all temperatures both for nearly 
zigzag and armchair segments. 
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Figure S14. Quantization and segmentation of the resistance.  
Three-point and two-point resistance (in units of R0=h/e2) for sample S1, width=740 nm, armchair orientation. 
RL

ij,kl denotes the longitudinal resistance RL=(R(B)+R(-B))/2 with current flowing from contact i to j, and voltages 
measured between contacts k and l (a)-(d) Horizontal segmentation. RL

51,5X (X=1, 2, 3, 4) of the horizontal 
segments A, B, C, D (T=4.5 K, magnetic field |B| from 0 to 9 T and VG from -0.1 to 1.3 V). At CNP and |B|≥2 T, 
RL

51,5X = 4, 3, 2, 1 R0 for X=1, 2, 3, 4 demonstrating 1 G0 conductance quantization of the conductance in the 
segments and scattering at the junctions. At CNP and |B|≤2 The resistance increase is caused by reduced 
backscattering, reminiscently of coherent backscattering12 (e)-(h) Vertical segmentation. (e) (f) segments E+H 
(R11’,11’); (g) (h) segment E (RL

11’,01). For (e) (g) B=0 T: resistance reduction at CNP with increasing temperature 
is due to thermal population of the bulk subbands. (f) (h) B=9 T: Edge state resistance quantization at CNP is 
observed up to T=300 K. Inset shows the device composed of a 15 µm long 740 nm wide horizontal ribbon 
crossed with 3 vertical ribbons giving 10 segments (white letters), 3 junctions, 8 low resistance Ohmic Pd-Au 
contacts. Measured segment lengths, in µm: LA=3.6; LB=3.3; LC=1.7; LD=4.5; LE=1.6; LF=4.0; LG=3.3; LH=3.6; 
LI=6.8; LJ=3.8; (see Fig. S4). Vertical is 5° from the zigzag edge direction. The nominal gate efficiency (shaded 
rectangle) is dnc/dVG=-0.9x1012 V-1cm-2. Gate voltages VG are reported with respect to CNP. 
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SI12. Supplemental structural and spectroscopic characterization of monolayer non-polar 
epigraphene 
 

 
 

Figure S15. Sample S4 (non-patterned 2d epigraphene grown on non-polar facet 4HSiC(11.0𝑛), n≈5) presents 
characteristics of monolayer graphene, with a Raman 2D peak at 2758 cm-1 (llaser=532 nm) that may indicate 
interaction with the substrate. (a) Fermi surface measured by ARPES (Cassiopée beam line at the Soleil 
synchrotron) at room temperature at E=0 eV (Beam energy 200 eV, EF=197.4 eV), showing the expected 
hexagonal Brillouin zone for graphene. No distortion of the Brillouin zone is observed. The Dirac point is at 
EF; replicas are observed in one direction only, with periodicity 0.4±0.01 Å-1, consistent with LEED. Note that 
the kx axis is oriented 30° from the <11-20> SiC direction shown in (d). (b) Energy vs kx map at ky=1.624Å-1 
from ARPES measurements (beam energy=3 eV, EF=32.1 eV); the sample was rotated so that the kx axis is 
oriented along the replica dots, i.e. perpendicularly to the <11-20>SiC direction shown in (d). The plot shows 
the linear graphene dispersing band and the Dirac point at EF=0 (red line) and two (faint) replica band on 
each side (red arrows). (c) LEED pattern (E=73 eV) showing the graphene (outlined by red rectangles) and SiC 
(outlined by light blue rectangles) diffraction spots. Rectangles are oriented perpendicularly to the <11-20> 
SiC direction shown in (d). Replica spots aligned with the graphene indicate uniaxial modulation of the 
graphene by the substrate. The spot separation Dk=0.39±0.02 Å-1 agrees with ARPES. (d) Example of the SiC   
(1-105) facet (top view), that presents a periodicity of 1.7 nm perpendicular to the <1-105> direction. (e) Fast 
Fourier transform of the STM image in (f) showing two main peaks corresponding to a modulation of 
periodicity 1.3±0.26 nm. (f) STM image (bias voltage =90 mV, I =900 pA). The parallel set of lines is along the 
<1-10n> direction, as expected from (d). 
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SI13. Spin polarization in sidewall nanoribbons 
 

 
Figure S16. Epigraphene sidewall nanoribbon spin polarized transport (from Refs 13,14). (a) Schematics of a 
three terminal non-local device, including a slopping epigraphene sidewall nanoribbon connected with a single 
spin polarizing tunnel contact (Cobalt on Alumina) and two Pd/Au contacts. An AC+DC voltage is applied 
between the tunnel contact and a Pd/Au contact, where current is measured, while the non-local voltage is 
measured on the opposing Pd/Au contact.  (b) Optical image of a multi-terminal device (grey: Co/Al2O3, gold: 
Pd/Au). (c) Reproducible non-local tunnel resistance (2mV AC and 8mV DC applied) showing switching 
between a high and a low resistance value as the cobalt magnetization is reversed by aligning with the applied 
magnetic field. The hysteresis is expected for a Cobalt magnetic polarizer. The magnetic field is oriented 
parallel to the basal (0001) plane, as indicated in the diagram (inset). Note that a single resistance jump is 
observed, indicating magnetization of the ribbon itself. 
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SI14. Prediction of electronic conductance in graphene ribbons with side-gates 

 
Figure S17. Theoretical calculations for electronic conductance of graphene ribbons with side-gates, on the 
basis of nearest-neighbor tight-binding model, showing that the quantum interference based top-gating effect 
of the edge state, found in Ref. 15 also applies to side gates. (a) Schematic setup of graphene ribbons with side 
gate. The transverse electric field is locally applied by using side gates, where lower and upper gates have bias 
voltages of 𝑉# and 𝑉$, respectively. In this model, the linear slope potential with 𝑉(𝑦) = 3(&!'&")

)
𝑦 + &"*&!

$
5 𝑡 

is included. Here 𝑡 = 2.7 eV is the transfer integral between nearest-neighbor carbon atoms of tight-binding 
model, 𝑊 is the ribbon width and 𝐿 is the length of side gates. (b) Energy band structure of ribbon with W=53a, 
where 𝑎 = 0.246 nm is the lattice constant of graphene. (left) Energy band structure in absence of side gate 
voltage, i.e. 𝑉# = 𝑉$ = 0. Flat bands appear owing to the edge localized states at zero energy. (right) Energy 
band structure in presence of side gate voltage, i.e. 𝑉# = −0.3𝑡, 𝑉$ = −0.1𝑡. Under side gate bias, the energy 
bands lift downwards and opening small gap at Dirac cones. (c) Landauer conductance through graphene 
ribbons with side gate bias for several different length of side gates, i.e. (left) L=10a, (middle) 100a and (right) 
1000a. The parameters for side gate bias are 𝑉# = −0.3𝑡, 𝑉$ = −0.1𝑡. Ribbon width W=53a. 
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SI15. First observation of the edge state in transport 
 
Graphene research was originally motivated by the imminent need for a successor for silicon for 
nanoelectronics.16,17 Earlier work on carbon nanotubes demonstrated spectacular ballistic transport 
properties,18 and theory predicted that the edge state in graphene nanoribbons could have similar 
ballistic properties.19-21 In fact, in graphene nanostructures the 1d edge state dominates the 
electronic properties and the 2d bulk does not play an essential role.   
 
Epigraphene electronics research, pioneered at the Georgia Institute of Technology,22-24 was 
motivated by these considerations and has developed independent of exfoliated graphene research. 
In fact, it predates exfoliated graphene by several years22,25. From the outset, and even now, only 
epigraphene (graphene grown on electronics grade silicon carbide crystals) provides the alignment 
and stability that is ideal for nanoelectronics fabrication.26 In contrast lithographically patterned 
exfoliated graphene invariably has highly disordered graphene edges27-29 which effectively makes it 
unsuited for nanoelectronics.  
 
Since 2008 epigraphene electronics research has focused on sidewall ribbons that were grown by 
the thermal sublimation method on the natural and lithographically produced steps on the (0001) 
face of 4H-SiC and methods were developed to produce large arrays of epigraphene transistors.30-32 
 
The 1 G0 edge state was first observed in natural steps on 4H SiC in a natural sidewall that connected 
two lithographically graphene contacts (Fig. S15a, b).31,32 Room temperature 1 G0 conductance was 
confirmed in experiments of sidewall graphene ribbons where the conductance was measured as a 
function of length using an AFM probe (Fig. S15c-e).31,32 Large arrays of graphene sidewall ribbons 
were produced30,33 and the 1 G0 edge state conductance was definitively confirmed using 4-probe 
methods in UHV (Fig. S16).34   
 
Unexpectedly, 1 G0 ballistic conductance is also observed meandering natural ribbons31,32,34 
(Fig. S15a) which implies that the general chiral ribbons also support the edge state. This led to the 
conclusion that the high temperature annealing prefers acene edges thereby significantly enhancing 
their applications potential.   
 
The sidewall graphene was also found to be charge neutral in contrast to the highly charged graphene 
(n≈1013 cm-2) on the polar faces.31,32,34 Since such large charge densities are challenging for graphene 
nanoelectronics in general, we initiated research on non-polar face graphene where we could use 
standard nanolithography methods on 2d graphene.  
 
However, the required SiC wafers with surfaces corresponding to the sloping sidewall facets are not 
commercially available, so that we initiated a SiC production facility at the Tianjin International 
Center for Nanoparticles and Nanosystems.  
 
Epigraphene grown on non-polar surfaces is indeed epitaxial and charge neutral as shown here (see 
also Fig. S14). Moreover, surprisingly, we also found that the graphene ribbons again had an edge 
state with a 1 G0 conductance even without applying a high temperature annealing step. It was clear 
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that the plasma etching itself not only cut the graphene but also annealed the edges so that the 
annealing step is not required. Moreover, the 2d epigraphene itself has a low mobility which is of no 
consequence for the 1d edge state. These spectacular results clearly show a route to edge state 1d 
nanoelectronics. Moreover, as we show here, the edge state is pinned at E=0 due to the 0-DoS at 
E=0. This adds another unexpected aspect to epigraphene electronics and furthermore sheds light 
on the edge state itself which may turn out to be a Majorana fermion.  
 

 
 
Figure S18. First observations of the edge state31,32 (a) Top: AFM image of meandering natural step on the 
(0001) face of 4H-SiC. Bottom: EFM image of the same step; bright regions correspond to graphene, large 
bright areas are prepatterned graphene source (S) and drain (D) pads, narrow bright line is sidewall graphene 
decorating the step edge; white dashed line indicates outline of the gate (G). (b) Conductance measurements 
of device in (a) at T=4.5 K, showing the 1 G0  edge state conductance (c) Top: EFM of natural graphene sidewall 
ribbon between two prepatterned graphene pads. Bottom: Local conductance trace using a conducting AFM 
tip as in (d). (d) Schematic diagram of the electrical measurement method of the device using a conducting 
AFM tip (blue arrow). Orange rectangles represent the graphene pads, black line represents the sidewall 
ribbon. (e) Resistance measurements, x is the distance of the tip to the left pad. The resistance is <2 kΩ when 
the tip is placed on the left pad. The black line is a linear fit to the data. 
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Figure S19. Multi probe in-situ transport measurements of several 40 nm wide graphene sidewall ribbons 
(adapted from Ref.34). (a) Resistances as a function of voltage probe spacing L. Linear fits extrapolate to 1 R0 
within a few percent at L=0. Slopes from 1 to 5 correspond to mean free paths l=4.2, 28, 16, 58, >70 µm, 
respectively. (Inset) Sidewall ribbon with l=106 µm; two-point measurement (red) and 4-point measurement 
(blue) differ by (only) 4%, indicating a probe contact resistance ≈500 Ω. (b) Segmentation of a sidewall ribbon 
caused by scattering at non-current carrying passive probes placed on the ribbon. A single non-current 
carrying passive probe, approximately doubles the 2-point resistance of sidewall ribbon. Two passive probes 
approximately triple the resistance consistent with ballistic transport theory.12 (c) Resistance as a function of 
bias voltage Vb showing essentially no effect for -50 mV≤Vb≤50 mV (d) Resistance as a function of temperature 
for two 5 µm long ribbons showing no significant temperature dependence. 
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SI16. Effect of annealing on epigraphene nanoribbons 
  

Following Eq. 1 in the main text, G(L)=1/R(L)= Gedge + Gbulk= Ge(1+L/l edge)-1 + sW/L. For a diffusive 
ribbon with a ballistic edge state, the resistance as a function of length of a nanoribbon 
provided with increasingly spaced probes will intercept the origin in absence of an edge 
state and will intercept at R=1 R0 for the edge state with l edge>>L. The significant slope 
change after high temperature annealing indicates a decrease in the resistivity of the bulk. 
The concomitant increase in the L=0 intercept resistance indicates an increase in the edge 
state mean free path. 

 

 

Figure S20. Room temperature 4-point probe station resistance measurements R(L)  of 90 ± 10 nm wide oxygen 
plasma etched Si-face graphene nanoribbons (on the Si-face) before (charge density ≈5 x 1012 cm-2) and after 
vacuum annealing at 1200oC for 15 minutes35 (a) SEM image of graphene a ribbon before annealing (top) and 
after annealing (below), showing that annealing significantly smooths the edges and also slightly narrows the 
ribbon. (b) Schematic diagram of the device showing a nanoribbon (black) that is crossed with contact strips 
(orange) spaced at various intervals L, on which probes are placed for 4-point measurement. Voltage 
measurements are performed on single segments (uninterrupted by probes) (c) 4-point resistances of 50 
sections at various lengths made of the unannealed device R1, (blue); after annealing  and measured in air, R2 

(orange); after annealing and measured in vacuum, R3 (black); The linear fits are (R in units of h/e2  and L in 
µm): R1(L) = 53.38(±3.21) × L + 5.51(±4.23); R2(L) = 26.7(±2.84) × L + 16.76(±2.39); R3(L) = 22.31(±2.29) × L + 
18.01(±2.56). More quantitatively, (d) shows the same annealed ribbon data as the black squares in (b). The 
fit given by the blue line (Eq.1) is consistent with Gedge =1 G0, l edge=1.1 µm, and lbulk=4 nm. The dashed line is 
a linear fit to the data, similarly to (a), showing that Eq.1 is dominated by the edge contribution at large length.  

The data35 in Fig. S20 clearly demonstrate the efficacy of annealing and are consistent with a 1 G0 

edge state in these narrower conventionally patterned ribbons. The relatively large spread in the 
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data is due to charge inhomogeneities and variations in the ribbon widths. These measurements 
were performed on significantly charged Si-face substrates rather than non-polar substrates at low 
charge densities, which contributes to relatively small l edge. Further studies on charge neutralized Si 
face substrates are ongoing. 

 
 
SI17. Possible low energy edge structures 

 
Figure S21. (a) Schematic drawing of a nominally armchair ribbon with effective mixed edge chirality (here 
mostly zigzag). (b) top view and (c) perspective view of a ball and stick model of a zigzag ribbon on a bulk 
terminated 4H-SiC(1-105) facet (only top SiC bilayer shown). The graphene alignment corresponds to that of 
the Si(0001) face per continuity. The bonds between the graphene edge and SiC are hand drawn and for 
illustration only. A realistic structure should be fully calculated and account for surface reconstruction, which 
is far beyond the scope of this paper. 
 
Since the graphene edges are bonded to the substrate, these bond energies play an essential role in 
the morphology of the edge. Cross sectional TEM images of side wall ribbons show that the zigzag 
edges bond to the silicon and/or carbon atoms of the substrate.36,37 The images indicate that the 
graphene bends down at the edge so that these bonds are perpendicular to the SiC surface and 
match up with the direction of the Si and C bonds of the SiC at the surface. These strong bonds 
passivate and mechanically stabilize the edge. In contrast, the dangling edge atoms of an armchair 
edge will not naturally line up with the substrate Si and C dangling bonds, so that these bonds will be 
strained and therefore of higher energy. If this is the case, then an annealed edge along the armchair 
direction will reconstruct to maximize the number of zigzag edge atoms (acene edge atoms), as 
schematically shown above. Hence, the nominal armchair edge can be seen as a string of zigzag 
edges, which is similar to a general chiral edge, which a 0-DoS peak and an edge state as shown by 
Beenakker et al. 38  
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